
Strike Partners with Samsung to Deliver Enterprise Mobility Solution for Public Safety Sector  

Brisbane, June 25, 2018 - Samsung DeX is recreating the in-vehicle computer for public safety officers, a 

practical solution to replace old laptops and desktop computers making the workflow more efficient and 

safer.  

Samsung DeX gives you what you want from a desktop experience. By connecting a Samsung Galaxy S8, 

S8+, S9, S9+ or Note 8 smartphone to a Samsung DeX station, the smartphone functions as the car’s mobile 

data terminal and streamlines public safety workflows in the field. This setup allows the officers to have 

full data capability while maintaining the ability to do other critical tasks. 

Additionally, Samsung Galaxy smartphones include defense-grade mobile data security powered by 

Samsung Knox, ensuring the organization’s data is secure and helping achieve Criminal Justice Information 

Services (CJIS) compliance. 

“Smartphones are constantly becoming a key tool for public safety agencies. Using in-car computer 

systems, officers can access valuable information while doing their mission-critical activities. Therefore, 

we come up with an innovative automotive solution that can transform your car’s interface into a 

computer,” says Chris Ryan, CEO of Strike Group Australia. 

Strike’s Alpha Car Cradle is an enterprise-grade phone holder designed to charge, hold, and protect smart 

devices while you drive. Clients have used Strike’s world-renowned cradle in various technology 

integration solutions. Strike has designed specific cradles for the entire Samsung range. 

Strike’s solution transforms the Strike Alpha Car Cradle into an integral part of a complete enterprise 

mobility system. We do this by integrating it with the Samsung Dex Station and further connecting the 

cradle to an inbuilt screen. Its integration allows seamless mobile computing access both in the patrol car 

and in the field, which increases effectiveness and productivity for the public safety officers.  

At Strike, we design our products to be both practical and powerful while recognizing the needs of 

different industries including military, emergency services, police, fire, ambulance, or anyone else who 

requires better enterprise mobility. 

Strike’s comprehensive range of car cradles can be viewed here. 

About Strike Group 

Strike Group is Australia's leading provider and manufacturer of innovative car technologies. Strike 

integrates advanced and seamless engineering in all its products. The company exports to 72 countries 

having appointed key partners in the American and European market. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.strike.com.au/products/Cradles

